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1) What is an API?
Answer: Application Programming Interface (API) helps in
communication and data exchange between two software
systems.
API acts as an interface between two applications and allows
the two software systems to communicate with one another.

2) What is API testing?
Answer: API testing is a type of software testing that involves
testing APIs directly. API is a part of integration testing to
check whether the API meets expectations in terms of
functionality, reliability, performance, and security of
applications.

3) What are the protocols used in API Testing?
Answer: Protocols used in API testing are:
HTTP
REST
SOAP
JMS
UDDI

4) What is the API test environment?
Answer: For API the test environment is a quite complex
method where the configuration of server and database is
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done as per the requirement of the software application. API
testing does not involve graphical user interface (GUI).

5) What is an API framework?
Answer: API framework is described by the config. File which
consists of the list of all APIs that are required to be
activated and are activated for any particular program run.
This is essential as every test run does not require all APIs.

6) What are the limits of API usages?
Answer: Many APIs have a certain limit set up by the provider.
Hence, try to estimate our usage and understand how that
will impact the overall cost of the offering.

7) What is an API framework?
Answer: A framework or software framework is a platform for
developing software applications. API framework is a
foundation on which software developers can build
applications for a specific platform.

8) What is SOAP?
Answer: SOAP (Simple Object Access Control) . It is an XML
based protocol that helps in exchanging information among
computers.

9) What is the REST API?
Answer: REST API is a set of functions that helps the
developers performing requests when the response is
received. Through HTTP protocol interaction is made in the
REST API.



10) What are RESTFUL web services?
Answer: There are two kinds of web services
SOAP Web Services
RESTFUL Web Services
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